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Tailored suits for motorhome 
and caravans

Words Giorgio Carpi

Larcos is an Italian company specialized in the production of insulating covers to be applied to windows, win-
dshields and motorhome cabins. For the OEM market, Larcos presents a new cover for heating pipes, its line
of carpet and an antistatic device for mattresses.

You can not say that ideas are
lacking to the Italian entrepre-
neur Andrea Costa, owner of

Larcos Srl, who has developed a very
wide range of accessories for motor-
home embracing all segments of tis-
sue processing: curtains, awnings,
thermal blinds, staves, foot boards,
scat covers, porthole covers, total
covers...
Products are made to measure for any
need, in Larcos laboratories with high
quality material, specifically designed
to allow quick installation. The suc-
cess of Larcos in the after market is
mainly due to its “Overcoat”: a real

overcoat for the whole motorhome’s cab, manufactured with tear-
resistent fabrics, reflective and oil-water repellent, with a non con-
ductive thickness of mm 6, it ensures a good protection against heat
and intense cold. 
Very appreciated also the external sun shade: extremely fast to install
(5 sec.), it offers a reliable protection from the sun; combining a
pleasant aesthetic effect, it allows the window to close without pro-
ceeding with an additional dismantling. Like the other Larcos’ pro-
ducts, it can be tailored for each type of windows, in thermal or
colorful tissue.
A real best seller is pre-entry for motorhomes and caravans, made of
resistant and waterproof material, extremely versatile, suitable for all
seasons and all occasions. The reduced size offers the possibility to
use it in parking areas, parking and reduced spaces. For the OEM
market, the company based in Forlì, presents an interesting solution
that enables to preserve the heat inside the pipes that diffuse the
hot air. A project experimented with the heating system Truma, but
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Larcos has also a range of products designed to improve the quality of rest, which includes a bed base in staves, made to mea-
sure for any single or double bed, using evaporated beech staves resting on a polyurethanic support with closed cell and memo-

ry effect, contained in pure cotton lining. The mattress is made of polyurethanic foam with memory effect. The part in contact with
the body is a bio-device static screening fabrics made with silver and carbon stabilized with magnetic stripes. It is a coating to be
placed on the mattress with magnetic field stabilized north-south and able to promote the psychological well-being, protecting the
body from the harmful effects of electromagnetic fields that alter the body's balance. The fabric is certified by Polab, a specialized
Italian electromagnetic laboratory.

Bio campering

applicable to any system that uses forced air.
Very often the heating system is placed in
the rear of the vehicle, under a queen bed or
a "French bed". In this way, the path for the
hot air to reach the front of the motorhome
is long and creates heat loss. Even more if
they are placed in a double floor. Larcos
applied the technology developed for the
heat shields also to the hot air pipes creating
an easy application with techincal fabrics
that surrounds the corrugated tube and iso-
late it. Larcos also has other interesting pro-
ducts for the OEM market. For example its
wide range of shaped and bordered footbo-
ard with polyester ribbon, manufactured in a
single piece tailored for every space of the
motorhome or caravan, using a nautical
fabric for moquettes, with excellent anti-
wear, anti-uv, antimicrobial and anti-moud
properties. It can be easly palced, is easy to
handle and it is removable for the cleaning
with water. 

Company is included in the national ethical consortium, able to guarantee valve
and quality on an entirely italian product. From January 2008 Larcos became part

of handicrafts catalogue of ethics, drawnup by the chamber of commerce in Forlì-
Cesena. The Brand “Crafts of Ethics” was created to communicating the values of
artisan enterprises.
Simple and clear in the functioning, designed to be coherent with the structure of
small and medium-sized organizations. It communicates the active membership of
the organizations with the principles of sustainable development in work, enviro-
ment, consumer interest, economic aspects, relationships with land and community:
dimensions that are supported by the commitment of Larcos firm.
"We were able to keep in our company all the qualities of craftsmanship - tells
Andrea Costa, owner of Larcos A further example is the commitment of our
Company Larcos regarding research, development and use of quality materials cho-
sen to obtain quality products. The materials and all the various processing steps that
allow to realize our items are executed in Italy. All this ensures quality and value
obtainable only from the Italian experience in this field».
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